Non-hogel-based computer generated hologram from light field using complex field recovery technique from Wigner distribution function.
We propose a novel method that synthesizes computer-generated holograms from light field data. Light field, or ray space, is the spatio-angular distribution of light rays coming from three-dimensional scene, and it can also be represented using a large number of views from different observation directions. The proposed method synthesizes a hologram by applying the complex field recovery technique from its Wigner distribution function to the light field data. Unlike conventional approaches, the proposed method synthesizes holograms without hogel configuration, generating a converging parabolic wave for each object point with continuous wavefront. The proposed method does not trade the spatial resolution with angular resolution like conventional hogel-based approaches. Moreover, the proposed method works not only for random phase light field like conventional approaches, but also for arbitrary phase distribution with corresponding carrier waves. Therefore, the proposed method is useful in synthesizing holographic contents for a wide range of applications. The proposed method is verified by simulations and optical experiments, showing successful reconstruction of three-dimensional objects.